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How to Prepare “Load Bank Turkey”

100-kW Load Bank

Concrete Blocks

Stainless Steel Rack

Aluminum Foil

1. Wear the appropriate PPE. Make sure a Class C fire extinguisher is available.

2. Connect a 100-kW load bank to a suitable 3-phase utility or use a generator as

needed to avoid demand charges from the utility provider. If using a generator, be

sure to inspect it and verify an adequate fuel supply. 

3. Verify correct voltage at load bank.

4. Place a stainless steel rack on single high concrete blocks or other suitable heat-

resistant construction materials in front of the load bank output.

5. Turn on the load bank fan and verify correct phase rotation. If incorrect, de-

energize the load bank feeder and roll phases as required, then re-energize the load

bank feeder for correct airflow.

6. Set the load bank initially to 80 kW. Adjust for voltage derating as needed.

7. Season the turkey as desired using either a dry rub or traditional stuffing and place

in a roasting pan.

8. Place the turkey and roasting pan on the rack centered in front of the load bank

output and leave for 15 minutes.

Ingredients:
1 - Fresh Turkey

Seasoning of your choice

Stuffing

For those of you working onsite commissioning over the Thanksgiving holiday,

here are instructions for how to prepare a Load Bank Turkey.

Class C Fire

Extinguisher

Infrared Camera



9. Rotate the turkey and pan 180⁰ and leave for another 15 minutes. Then, remove it

from the rack.

10. Wrap the turkey in aluminum foil, adding any additional desired seasoning.

11. Return the turkey and roasting pan to the rack.

12. Reduce the load to 40 kW. Adjust for voltage derating as needed. 

13. At 15-minute intervals, verify 450⁰ F is maintained at the center point of the turkey

using an infrared camera. Vary load bank output as required to maintain the desired

temperature.

14. Rotate the turkey and pan 90⁰ every 15 minutes.

15. Continue roasting until an instant-read thermometer inserted in the thickest part

of a thigh reaches a temperature of 165⁰, about 1 1/2 to 2 hours more. 

16. Transfer the turkey to a cutting board to rest for 30 minutes before carving. Then,

you could complete a battery rundown test while you wait or check those alarms.

17. Press the “load off” button on the load bank.

18. Shut down the generator after a 5-minute cool-down period, if applicable.

19. Enjoy your turkey.

The same process can be used for smoked turkey by connecting the load bank to a

higher voltage source than the maximum stated voltage on the load bank nameplate.

Smoking the turkey may require multiple load banks.

Disclaimer:
This blog is intended to be a source of

amusement. Do not attempt to roast a

turkey with a load bank on the job site.

Doing so could lead to untimely

unemployment.
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